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You're here

In this house lived the Comte Mal -
that means wicked Count. The Count
was in love with a girl who was a nun
in the convent of Santa Clara and did
not like him. With the help of the devil,

the Count is said to have built his
house bigger than all the others and

created secret passages to the
convent to see the girl.

 

When the girl became very ill, the
Count sneaked into the convent and
kissed her secretly. She cringed and

cursed him. When the Count died
years later, his body disappeared in

green smoke. 
 

Since then, he is said to haunt the
mountains near Galatzo on his black

horse.

6: The wicked Count

What is the name of the street
to the left around the house of
the evil count?

Question:

Answer:

Walk around the house
of the evil count, on the
street whose name you
found out. All this
belonged to him. Do you
see the little bridge that
connects two houses
across the street? That’s
where you have to go
next.

Baths...

Carrer d'En Morei

Carrer de Can Formiguera

Carrer de Colom

Let’s move on!

..



Banys Arabs, the Arab Baths – well, actually it’s just one. This is the only
building in Mallorca that has survived from the Arab period. All the others
were destroyed by the Christian kings. But you can find many other traces

left by the Arabs. Many street names, place names and the Majorcan
language contain words from Arabic.

 

In the past, people used to wash themselves much less often. They did not
have showers at home either, but went to public baths. On the one hand, to

stop stinking. But on the other hand also to do business there and to hear
news.

7: The Arab Baths

How many columns are on the
tile picture on the wall?

Question:

Answer:


